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G e t  A  P a r k in g  D e c a l  B e fo r e  N e x t  M o n d a y
EVEN A COP has got time to give a hug. (Pictured above with Chief 
Worley is Lou Ann Largent.)
B y  B r a d  S h a w
“ Please get a parking decal 
before the eighth of September, 
because after that time I will start 
issuing tickets on cars that are 
parked on campus without one," 
Campus Police Chief Worley said 
concerning campus parking decals. 
Decals can be obtained at the* 
Campus Police Office just west of 
the Nursing Center at the cost of 
$4. “ It just takes a few minutes to 
get a decal and surely everyone 
who plans to park on campus can 
find some time between now and 
Sept. 8 to stop by and get one," 
added Worley.
Handicap zones, yellow zones 
and fire hydrant zones are clearly 
marked and are not to be parked 
in. Reserved parking spaces are 
marked with signs and are not to 
be parked in also. Violators will be 
issued a ticket and the car can be 
towed. Ticket amounts vary from
$2 for parking without a decal, $3 
for parking in a yellow zone, S5 for 
a moving violation and $10 for 
parking in a handicap zone. Fines 
double after 72 hours and final 
grades will not be issued until all 
tickets are paid.
Just plain paying attention to 
the parking zones and yielding to 
people in the crosswalks is most 
of the battle. "One of the major 
problems I've had in the past with 
freshmen was that they just didn’t 
pay attention," stated Worley.
There has been of recent a rash 
of belongings being stolen from 
the inside of vehicles in the 
Weatherford area, two of such 
burglaries have been committed 
here on the Southwestern cam­
pus. Worley urges everyone to 
remove valuables from your car, 
or at least put desirables in the 
trunk or under the seat; "Out of
sight, out of mind," as Worley 
put it. Rooms should also be kept 
locked at all times as money and 
valuables can disappear within 
seconds. The loaning out of your 
keys to your dorm room or apart­
ment is unwise.
Besides Chief Worley, the cam­
pus police employs Lt, Maggard, 
Officer Crum and Linda Uplinger 
as secretary and dispatcher. 
There is an officer on call at all 
times.
Worley has been on the South­
western campus for the past 13 
years. Before coming to South­
western he was employed with 
the Lawton Police Dept. Worley 
has seen many, many students 
come and go, "Some have come 
by my office when leaving to shed 
a tear, some have come by to cuss 
me, and still I make a friend of 
some here and there,” he said in 
closing.
1 8 7  S tu d en ts  o n  P resid en t/D ea n 's  H o n o r  R o ll
Southwestern Oklahoma State 
University has announced both 
the President’s and Dean’s Honor 
Rolls for the 1986 summer 
semester.
A grade of "A ” in 8 semester 
hours of undergraduate work 
taken during that time results in 
the student being named to the 
President’s List. There are 45 
students that have accomplished
this.
There were 187 students on the 
Dean’s List after completing 8 
semester hours with a grade point 
average of 3.0 ("B” ) or higher, 
with no grade lower than a ("C” ).
Named to the summer semester 
lists were:
PRESIDENT’S LIST
OKLAHOMA: ALTUS-Susan 
Rae Early; ANADARKO-Lori
Lynn Baker; ARNETT-Stanton 
Todd Barton; CARNEGIE-Jane 
M. Harrison; Karen Lynn Long- 
hofer; CLINTON--Mary Margaret 
Preston; Jacqueline R. Right- 
nowar; CORDELL--JacqueIyn 
Elayne Hale; Preston Don Looper; 
CUSTER CITY--Julie Dionne 
Ward; DUNCAN--Terry Dean 
Cox; DURHAM--Melissa Kay 
York; ELK CITY-Kathleen 
Romana Bayn; Larry Scott Ellis; 
Gregory Lynn Ruch; Carol D. 
Wilson; FORT COBB--Loren C. 
Tackett; GOTEBO--Marka Jan 
Kenedy; GUTHRIE-Delbert Glen 
Carey; HINTON-Susan Elaine 
Hall; Michael Lee Meriwether; 
HUNTER-Dana Jean Klugh; 
H YDRO--Patricia Ann Garcia; 
Sheila Renea Huiatt; LAVERNE 
-Keith Raymond Mulbery; 
LAWTON-Susan Louise Miller; 
LEEDEY—Jennifer L. Fegel; 
OAK WOOD--Delyn L. Black; 
OKLAHOMA CITY-Margaret S. 
Cary; Cindy Carol Page; SAYRE-- 
Mary Kathryn Scott; SHADY 
POiNT—Cherry Lynn Ragan; 
W EATHERFORD-Tina Kay 
Barnes; Mundy Ann Berrong; 
Michael Wiley Franell; Nila Sue 
Land; Vivien Lorraine Moore; Jo 
L. Moran; Jack Barnett Shelton 
Jr.; Laura Jane Thiessen; Patricia 
Ann Trujillo; YUKON--Joe Ben 
Lamb; TEXAS: AMARILLO-Yol- 
anda E. Hernandez; Michael 
Robert Johnson; MIAMI-Aaron 
David Mercer.
DEAN’S LIST
COLORADO: LA JUNTA--
Russell Grant Sharp; MISSOURI: 
SPRINGFIELD--Ziba Najafi; 
NEW MEXICO: ARTESIA-Jill 
Renee Rhondes; OKLAHOMA: 
A ltus — P atricia A. Keezer; 
Clarence Ammon Shaak; Kim­
berly Arlene; Wood; Anadarko- 
Diptyben B. Patel; BESSIE-- 
Cathy Denise Javorsky; BINGER 
--Cynthia Irene McCollum; 
BLANCHARD-Anthony Ray 
Neely; BROKEN ARROW-Nancy 
Ann Sorrell; CANTON-Kimberly 
Ann Mosqueda; CANUTE-- 
Frances Carol Malson; Tommy 
Ray Williams; CARNEGIE-Lana 
Kay Skinner; CARTER-Sally Kay 
King; CHEYENNE-Lona Babette 
Coker; Teena F. Damron; Christy 
Ann Dobbs; Malinda Jean Free­
man; Paula Summers; Robert 
NJikele Trammell; CLEO 
SPRINGS-Kelly Ray Foster; 
CLINTON -Vickie Lynne Catlett; 
toe Allen Duncan; Judy Kae
Kauk;Gayla D. Lenaburg; Janice 
E. Loving; Wanda Yvonne Miller; 
Michael Scott Sawatzky; Janice 
Ellen Smith; Grover (Cleve) 
Wheeler, IV; COLBERT-Ryan 
Mitchell Hestily; CORDELL-Lisa 
Danelle Buffing; Kaylin Harms; 
Michael Lee Hileman; Gregory 
Scott Palesano; William Cross 
Sheffield; CORN-Shabnum M. 
Bouma; David G. Lamb; CRAW- 
FORD--John Roy Potter; CRE- 
SCENT-Detra Ann Gregory; 
CUSTER CITY-Sue Anne Hile­
man; DUNCAN--Kay Lynn 
Green; EAKLY-Evelyn Murl 
Baker; Janet Marie Copus; EL 
RENO-Diana "L. Edwards; Troy 
Glen Griffin; Peter Monroe Whit­
worth; ELK CITY-Judy Mae 
Foster; Gina Kay Jones; Norma 
Lee Kingsford; Cathy Lea Lewis; 
Sharlyne Sue Logan; Dawn Kath- 
lene Mimms; Sharilyn Kay Nut- 
tall; Jimmie Lynn Schmidt; Karen 
Lynn Sizemore; Tammy Lee 
Thomas; Tonya Janell Thrash; 
Sue Allison Willson; Neil Russell 
Womack; ENID-Kelli Rae Wood- 
son; ERICK-Leah Rhea Barker; 
FAIRVIEW-Joe Byron Meador; 
Steven Keith Pratt; Judith E. 
Wright; Randy Delayne Young; 
FAY--Glenda Lee Foust; FORT 
COBB-Mark Steven Taylor;
GAGE-Keri Jo Furgason;
GRANITE-Brenda Lea Petzold; 
HAMMON-Terry Joseph Ratliff; 
Kathy Lynn Sherwood; Bonnie 
Kay Timms; HENNESSEY-Jon 
Lance Sieber; HINTON-Timothy 
Alan Neal; Joy Suzanne Rooker; 
Trade D. Spivey; Nancey Sue 
Volenstine; HITCHCOCK-Sheri 
Suzanne Brooks; Cary Glenn 
Spaeth; HOBART-Christy Shawn 
Bynum; Teresa Joan Duff; Hollis- 
-Jeffery Todd Sanders; Mark An­
drew Siegrist; Susan M. Wright; 
HYDRO-Launa Nell Coe; Melissa 
Dawn Nowka; LAWTON-Deb- 
orah Kay Lewis; Patricia C. 
Roberts; Hattie Webster; LEE- 
DEY--Alan S. Richardson; 
LONEWOLF-Jo Ann Meier; 
LOOKEBA-Robert Dale Scouten; 
Kelley Leann Sharry; Moore- 
Laura Gay Ames; MOUNTAIN 
VIEW-Kris Wayne Schmidt; 
MUSTANG-Michael David Den­
ton; NORMAN-Michae! Kevin 
Ellis; OKEENE-Patricia Elaine 
Forbau; OKLAHOMA CITY-Pat- 
rishia Lee Baker; Barbara Linn 
Heidebrecht; Bryan Dwane Sud- 
duth; ROCKY-Todd Darren 
Russ; Ruth Naimi Tittle; SAYRE--
Marlis Jean Reemts; SEILING: 
Marquita Kay Seifried; SHAT- 
TUCK-Sharon Ann Sobolik; Ben 
Russell Sprague; THOMAS--Lee 
E. Crowdis; Donnita Ann Sinclair; 
TISHOMINGO-Lea Ann Stall­
ings; TULSA-Kathy Grace Dunn; 
TURPIN-Richard Lee Hanlon; 
VELMA-Ronald K. Scott; VICI-- 
Kelly Ann Carter;VINITA-John 
Martin Eddins; VINSON-Denny 
Bart Sherrill; WATONGA- 
Katherine K. Gundlach; Janet R. 
Moore; Suzanne M. Richardson; 
WEATHERFORD-Joseph D. Al- 
cott, II; A. Maria Armoudian; An- 
tranik Garo Armoudian; Amy Lou 
Bagwell; Curtis Ray Baker; James 
Leonard Bixler; Shawn Donette 
Blankenship; William Bryce 
Boulware, II: Billie Sue Brogden; 
Loretta Jeanne Byars; Sheryl Jean 
Carothers; Nancy Mae Copeland; 
John Edward Dill; David Scott 
Duplay; William Edward Gar­
rison; Lisa Denise Grubbs; 
Suzanne Hadjiyousefzadeh; Curt 
Dwayne Howard; Lanita Howard; 
Clifford Wayne Ice; Eddie Keith 
Johnson; Rebecca Jan Johnson; 
Sherrel Yvonne Johnston; Shirley 
A. Kelleher; Stephanie Kelley; 
Jordana Kerley; Tina Lynette 
Kline; Dat T. Le; Chrystal Lynn 
Overton; Kelli Shirlene Plain; 
Roger Jon Raff; Roger Glenn 
Reeves; Lori A. Reimer; Jon Lin 
Riddle, Jr.; Susan Roberta San- 
dall; Cherie Earlene Schale; 
Susan Michelle Shook; Steven 
Oliver Sims; Tony Smith; Carol 
Jeanene Stevenson; Hue T. 
Troung; Karen E. White; John 
McCall Whiteside; Kimberly Kay 
Wynn; Carie Lee York; WELCH-- 
Stephen K. Anderson; WOOD- 
WARD-Susan Beth Clow; Mark 
Alan Conley; YUKON-Kerry Lee 
Coyier; Raymond Shawn Coyier; 
Brenda Ruth Randolph; TEXAS: 
BALLINGER-Lanny Lynn Jonas; 
BROWN FIELD--A my Laura
Stone; CADDO MILLS-Grady 
Mark McMahan; CHILDRESS- 
Anne Marie Simmers; DIMMITT 
-Bessie Ruth Elder; ODESSA-- 
Robert Joseph  M orris; 
ROWLETT-Melissa Ann Jay; 
WHEELER-Glen Earl Waldo, 
Jr.; INTERNATIONAL STU­
DENTS: CANADA: CALGARY- 
Robert Kent Ozon; HONG 
KONG: Wia Fong Hui; MALAY- 
SIA-Ing Ting; NIGERIA: EN- 
UGU-Edward Uju Nwigwe; Em­
manuel Sackey Nkemakolam; 
VIET NAM-Bao Vu.
SWOSU's Sororities
Have Rush Activities
B y  K a th e r in e  W a ld o n
The three sororities on the 
Southwestern campus recently 
completed formal rush. Rush ac- 
tivites were held August 12-17. 
Approximately 36 girls came to 
school early to look at the three 
sororities; Sigma Kappa, Gamma 
Phi Beta, and Alpha Gamma Delta. 
In charge of rush this year was 
Tiffany Wyatt, Sigma Kappa 
president. She planned activities
for the rushes such as shopping 
and watching movies. All 
sororities felt they picked up good 
pledges this rush.
For girls who are interested in 
the “ Greeks" on campus but 
missed formal rush, open rush is 
presently taking place. For more 
information on open rush contact 
Dean Williams at her office in the 
Administration building, exten­
sion 5226.
Nine SLEP Seminars
Scheduled For '86-87
Nine SLEP Seminars are 
scheduled for the 1986-87 
academic year. Seminar titles, 
scholars, and dates are listed on 
the blue SLEP brochure. South­
western students who wish to par­
ticipate in fall seminars should 
submit applications immediately. 
Application forms and additional 
information may be obtained from 
the Graduate Office.
1985-86 was an outstanding 
"SLEP year” for Southwestern. 
Eight Southwestern students at­
tended SLEP semininars and 
SWOSU had at least one student 
in each of ten seminars. The top 
three universities in SLEP par­
ticipation during 1985-86 were the 
University of Oklahoma (1), 
Southwestern Oklahoma State 
University (2), Oklahoma State 
University (3). Dr. Michael Con­
nelly, SWOSU faculty, and Jef­
fery Rother, SWOSU student, 
served on a twelve member state­
wide advisory committee. Several 
faculty and students attended 
SLEP public lectures.
Southwestern students selected 
for the 1985-86 SLEP seminars 
were Margie Albin, Leslie Atkins, 
Goldina Conley, Doris Balsamo, 
Stanton Barton, Stephen Griffin, 
Chere Hansen. Wendy Haw­
thorne, Robert Jeffery, Linda 
Koebelen, Joan Kos, Kelly Rob­
erts, Cheryl Rogers, Vinnie Ryan, 
Melinda Sisler, Brenda Sweeny, 
Susan Tennery, Judith Van Ors- 
dol, and Travis West. Six parti­
cipants were political science ma­
jors, four were sociology majors, 
and two were art majors. Other 
majors (one each) included educa­
tion, history, chemistry, English, 
criminal justice, pharmacy, and 
biology.
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T h o u g h t s
B y  B r a d  S h a w
Hello avid readers of the 
SOUTHWESTERN, and isn't it 
great to be back on campus after 
that hot, uneventful summer 
break. This week I would like to 
address mainly the new influx of 
freshmen, 1 want to bid you 
welcome and I am hoping you 
have a great first semester.
1 feel it would be unfair of me 
not to tell you that you will 
definitely find college life unlike 
anything you have ever experi­
enced before. 1 would like to take 
this week’s column space to lay 
out a few rules and guidelines you 
might follow that could prove 
useful and could save you future 
anguish.
A good rule of thumb to follow, 
when an instructor tells you that 
he or she has earned their doc­
torate, is to refer to said instructor 
as Dr. Such references as, “ Hey 
you,” or “ What's up Doc," can, 
at best, be embaressing.
1 realize for many of you this is 
your first time away from home 
and sleep is not on your top ten 
list of things to do. Unfortunately, 
sleep is vital to good, healthy 
bodily functions and doing 
without for great lengths of time 
will eventually catch up with you. 
Hopefully it will not catch up to 
you in the classroom. While 
sleeping in class does not nec- 
cessarily mean the instructor will 
put you in a headlock, it is usually 
dealt with harshly. I have found 
there is only one good time to 
sleep during class, and that being 
when the instructor too is asleep. 
Granted this happens seldom, 
and in the unlikely event it does,
it might be a good idea to see if 
said instructor has had a stroke of 
some kind.
Attendance to most all classes 
is vital. Funny thing about 
absences, though, they are rarely 
exused but often an instructor will 
ask you why you missed anyway. 
In this situation it is important to 
remember which relative you told 
them passed away the last time 
you missed as the same, a relative 
can die only once.
Apparel is something to think 
about now that you are in the col­
lege scene. Most anything goes 
here at Southwestern, as you have 
probably already observed. One 
can go to class dressed however 
so inclined, but going to class not 
dressed at all can make you the 
center of attraction, so I highly 
recommend clothes of some kind 
as instructors generally like to 
have the undivided attention of 
the class.
The last thing I will cover is the 
social scene. This will undoubted­
ly be the favorite thing for many 
of you. There will be dances, con­
certs, plays, and of course, booz­
ing and carousing. When boozing 
and carousing one should try to 
stay in line. However, in the event 
you should step out of line when 
boozing and carousing and you 
should fall and land on your face 
and then cannot get back on your 
feet no matter how much you roll 
and jerk around, you can tell 
everyone you're a break-dancer 
and that should smooth things 
over. In all seriousness, though, 
watch yourselves, be careful, 
keep out of trouble, and have a 
great semester.
Letters.  .  .  Letters.  .  .  Letters.  .  .
The members o f the Student 
Association deserve a lot o f credit. 
Elections for representatives and 
freshman class officers are three. 
We are trying to do our job. so 
please help us by doing yours, 
and that is take the time to vote. 
Brant and I vowed to bring new 
light to this campus and we do in­
tend to, but first we must have 
your support in order to complete 
our goals. We must support our 
athletic events and the activities
that each acting organization 
sponsor.
I am looking forward to rep­
resenting Southwestern as presi­
dent o f the Student Association. I 
have goals that I will pursue, but I 
need input from you to make my 
job complete. I hope you have a 
successful year and get involved in 
what SWOSU has to offer. We are 
blessed to have so many fine  
students on campus that will also
make great friends.
I  would like to take this time to 
thank these people who made my 
summer a lot easier; Brant 
Turner, Holly Windham, Penni 
Burch, Kris Reddinger and Cindy 
Barrett
Our doors are always open to 
you. Have a great semester and 
may God bless you always.
Sedrick Love
Student Association President
Student's F irst Sem ester F ears
B y  M err ia n n e  U n d erw o o d
The first semester of the 
freshman year in college is pro­
bably one of the worst times in a 
person's life.
Trevalan Riggle, Midwest City 
sophomore, said that her main
fears had to do with being in 
band. Her fears included: “ Play­
ing in front of the upperclassmen 
and marching in my first college 
football game.” She also feared, 
“ not fitting in.”
Mary Zohorsky, Cherokee
sophomore, had fears of a dif­
ferent nature. She was afraid she 
would “ go into the wrong class­
room and not know it until the 
class was half over.” She also 
feared she would be unable to 
meet new people.
Becky Ray, Enid sophomore, 
was not so much afraid as she was 
alone. She did not know anyone in 
the dorm. “ The only people I 
knew were people from band,” 
she says of that time before she 
really began to meet people.
Stacy Renne, Tulsa sophomore, 
was afraid she and her roommate 
would not get along. “ I was afraid 
I would be put in with someone 
who hated me,” but that was her 
only major fear.
There are several ways to get 
over the fears of “ the new kid on 
the block” syndrome.
“ Remember to be yourself, and 
don’t let people intimidate you,” 
is Riggle’s advice to newcomers.
“ Clubs and various other 
organizations are useful in getting 
a person over feelings and 
loneliness,” is Ray’s answer to 
her main problem as a first 
semester freshman.
“ Getting out and meeting peo­
ple, even if you have to force 
yourself,” is Zohorsky’s remedy 
to “ The Syndrome.”
There are as many different 
fears as there are new freshman, 
but a little time is usually all that 
is needed to get rid of most of 
them.
G M  G ives G rades Break
General Motors Acceptance 
Corporation announced today a 
program to make financing a new 
General Motors vehicle easier for 
graduating college seniors and 
graduate students.
The 1986 GMAC College 
Graduate Finance Plan features 
assured credit aproval at a 
favorable finance rate provided 
the graduate is employed or has a 
commitment for employment and 
has no dero g ato ry  cred it 
references.
Other features of this ag­
gressive marketing plan for 
graduates, who are principally 
first-time car buyers, are: low 
down payment requirements and 
the option of deferring the first 
payment for 90 days after pur­
chase or a $250.00 rebate. The 
rebate may be applied to the sell­
ing price or may be used as part of 
the down payment.
“ Our market research tells us 
that most graduates need depen­
dable transportation as they begin 
their careers, yet they are hesitant 
to attempt to purchase a new 
vehicle due to their lack of credit 
experience. This GMAC program
quarantees financing even for 
those graduates with no establish­
ed credit or those who have little 
or no job experience, provided 
there is no derogatory credit 
history. This amounts to preap­
proved credit for most of this 
year’s graduating seniors or 
graduate students,” said Robert 
F. Murphy, GMAC chairman.
Graduates can take advantage 
of the GMAC College Graduate 
Finance Plan through April 30, 
1987, by contacting their local GM 
dealer. All models of Chevrolet, 
Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontaic, GMC 
Truck and Cadillac vehicles are 
eligible.
Additonal information concern­
ing the program is available by 
calling toll-free 1-800-245-9000.
GMAC, a financial services 
subsidiary of General Motors Cor­
poration, extends automotive 
credit through General Motors 
dealers. A pioneer in the field of 
installment financing, GMAC 
since 1919 has helped people buy 
more than 100 million cars and 
trucks. GMAC provides nation­
wide service through more than 
250 branches.
Students Eventually 
M ust Decide On M ajor
B y  M e r r ia n n e  U n d e r w o o d
There are many different 
personalities on a college campus. 
This means that there are many 
reasons a person selects a par­
ticular major field of study. 
“ Music has been an inspiration to 
me since I was four years old, and 
I wanted to be able to help so­
meone else get as much out of 
music as I've gotten out of it,” 
says Trevalan Riggle, Instrumen­
tal Music Education Major. 
“ There is really no other major 
that could let me do exactly what 1 
want,” Riggle added.
Mary Zohorsky, business ad­
ministration major, chose her 
field of study because she had
taken accounting in high school 
and she liked it, so, she decided to 
go into a business field.
Becky Ray, speech/theatre ma­
jor, really wanted to be a jour­
nalism major, but chose speech 
and theatre because she enjoys 
acting, and Southwestern does 
not offer a major in journalism.
The selection of a major should 
be thought out, because that is 
the basis for a career after 
graduation. The major one 
decides upon should entail 
something that they enjoy, not 
just something that will make 
them a lot of money, although 
that is also an important con­
sideration.
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STANDING MAJESTICALLY on the Southwestern campus is the Student Union where students can 
break between classes for a Coke or video game or even a well-rounded meal at the cafeteria.
C hapbook Invites
Everyone's Writings
B y  C h e r y l  G r a u m a n n
Attention: To anyone who en­
joys writing poetry, prose, or 
reviews, you may have your work 
published in Chapbook, a collec­
tion of works done mostly by 
students and faculty at South­
western, but also open to anyone 
who enjoys writing. "The writing 
contest is open to anyone,” says 
Con Hood, an instructor at South­
western.
Chapbook was originated some­
time in the 17th Century in 
England. It was a "cheap book," 
also small, that was sold on the 
streets of London. " It was 
thought to have been sold by 
someone named Chapman, and 
this could possibly be where it 
received its name,” says Mr. 
Hood.
In the modern Chapbook, a 
group of literature-associated 
people serve as readers to decide 
which works will be submitted to 
two judges for the final decision 
on what will be published in the 
book.
These works are then placed by 
the judges and compiled to be 
published. Money prizes are 
given to winners of the contest. 
Students are, in some cases, 
rewarded by receiving a higher 
letter grade in an English class at
Southwestern.
Persons who serve in the pre­
sent group of readers for Chap­
book are as follows: Kathy Pyle. 
Cheryl Dean, Tracy Fredman, and 
Rick Plant. Joanna Roper and Mr. 
Hood read the material and also 
serve as sponsors for Chapbook.
Brad Koehn and Joni Phillips 
Isaak aid with the technical 
aspects. The editor of Chapbook 
is J. Van Orsdol.
Discouraged by the fact that 
you are a freshman and/or you 
are inexperienced at writing? 
"The top winner of the 1986 
Chapbook was a freshman in an 
English 1113 class," says Hood. 
Chapbook is open to anyone who 
enjoys writing.
What areas are open to the 
writer? Any kind of writing will be 
read, and Chapbook is always 
open to new areas of writing and 
will be read for approval. The 
divisions open now in the contest 
to the writer are short story, 
poetry, and. as a new division, 
critical reviews.
Although the deadline for sub­
mission has not been set for the 
1987 edition, anyone who wishes 
to submit to Chapbook may do so 
by contacting Mr. Hood during of­
fice hours in 112B in the Old 
Science Building.
Bits & Pieces..Bits & Pieces..& Pieces..
Auditions for the first play of 
the semester were held on August 
26 and 27. The play is called "The 
House of Blue Leaves,” and was 
written by John Guare. Mr. Jack 
Shaw is in charge of the pro­
duction. This play was successful 
on off-off Broadway, off Broad­
way, and Broadway. It won four 
Tony awards on Broadway. Mr. 
Shaw feels the play will definitely 
be fun to do.”
“ A M idsum m er N ights 
Dream” will be the other major 
production this semester. Mr.
Kezer will be in charge of that 
play. All students are encouraged 
to audition for plays or take a 
backstage job.
***
Telecourses such as those of­
fered in the Spring and Summer 
1986 semesters will not be offered 
this Fall.
According to Dean Brown’s 
secretary, the courses were 
cancelled due to lack of funding 
being available.
She stated that the Telecourses 
will be offered again in the Spring
1987 semester, provided the 
funds are available.
* * *
Wondering where to go to get 
that much needed exercise? Tina 
Barnes began teaching aerobics 
classes on August 25 and they will 
run through October 6. Classes 
are held Monday through Thurs­
day and Saturdays at 609 E. Tom 
Stafford (Little Mexico building). 
For more information on the 
classes call Scott at 772-8748 or 
Tina at 774-0249.
* * *
A cadem ic A dvisors C an  H elp
M a k e  T h e  C o lleg e  T ra n sitio n
B y  M err ia n n e  U n d erw o o d
Being all alone is a common 
feeling with people who are just 
starting their college career. This 
does not have to be this way.
There are people who can help the 
new student make important deci­
sions. These people are academic 
advisors.
They are there to "help out
with desisions about schedules," 
says Mary Zohorsky. She feels 
they are also there to help with 
many personal problems. "You 
can go talk to them most of the 
time and they will be able to set 
things straight.”
A major duty they have is to 
"make sure that you are taking 
the classes you need in the right 
order that you need them,” says 
Trevalan Riggle, Midwest City 
sophomore.
It is better for a student to have 
an advisor that he can talk to than 
it is to have one that he does not 
get along with. A certain meeting 
of minds is needed so that both of 
the people can go along the path 
to a degree with the aid of some­
one more wise and experienced 
without any antagonism making 
the walkway rocky.
This may not seem so impor­
tant, but if a student is in­
timidated or ill at ease with his ad­
visor, he may not go to that per­
son for problems that could be 
easily worked out with the help of 
this person who has been there.
Oklahoma Called 'Home'
By M any Big Names
B y  M err ia n n e  U n d erw o o d
What do Susan Powell, Leona 
Mitchell, and Reba McEntire 
have in common? They are all 
native Oklahomans.
There is quite a list of famous 
and maybe not-so-famous people 
who are from the state of Okla­
homa.
Lynne Philips, a Weatherford 
junior, could only think of 
“ Thomas Stafford, Will Rogers, 
and Susan Powell,” as her list of 
famous people from this state.
Becky Ray, an Enid sophomore, 
had a slightly longer list: "Owen 
K. Garriot, Leona Mitchell, Mary 
Hart, The Gap Band, and Mark
Price."
Even her list was not very close 
to being complete. Jim Thorpe, 
Woody Guthrie, and Johnny Bench 
are all famous Oklahomans of the 
distant and not-so-distant past. 
Vince Gil. Gus Hardin. Mel Mc­
Daniel. and Gail Davies are be­
coming better known, mainly with 
country music fans, and they are 
all from Oklahoma. They are our 
celebrities for the future.
This state is often considered as 
being in the middle of nowhere, 
but it has been the birthplace of 
many people who have gone out 
into the world and made names 
for themselves, so maybe it is not 
so bad.
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T ina B arnes Stays 
Active With Aerobics
B y  N e y s a  S te v e n s o n
Tina Barnes, Altus, stays busy, 
keeps herself and others in shape 
and has fun all at the same time.
Bams teaches an aerobic class 
at the college gym three nights a 
week, water aerobics two nights a 
week and also teaches an exercise 
class at The Center. When asked 
how she got started in aerobics, 
Barnes explained, “ I was working 
at a health club in Altus and had 
the opportunity to take classes 
and get certified. That was in 
February 1982 and I’ve been 
teaching ever since.”
Barnes says she loves teaching 
aerobics and explains that what 
she likes best about teaching is, 
"Being around other people, ex­
ercising and having fun.” Barnes 
also explains that she likes water 
aerobics just as much as the re­
gular floor aerobics. Barnes add­
ed, “ Water aerobics is for almost 
everyone--pregnant women, peo­
ple extremely overweight, elderly 
people and people with knee and 
back problems that aren't too 
severe." Barnes went on to say 
that floor aerobics are for people 
with no major medical problems. 
Barnes added that aerobics can 
help a weak lower back. Obese 
people should go at their speed 
and not try to keep up with others 
in the class. Barns also said, 
“ Aerobics is for cardiovascular 
fitness. You can lose water weight 
through dieting, but you can only 
lose fat by getting the heart rate 
to 65-80% of the maxium heart 
rate three times a week, for at 
least fifteen minutes.”
Barnes gets certified through 
DanceRobics Company out of Law- 
ton, twice a year for aerobics and 
once a year for water aerobics. At 
the aerobics clinic, she explains, 
“ We go through a fitness sem­
inar, work through routines and 
their modifications and at the end 
we teach a routine and are criti­
qued.”
Barnes feels that a good 
aerobics instructor will have the 
class stretch before starting any 
aerobic routines. She also says, “ 1 
think it’s important for the in­
structor to show how to do the 
routines correctly and then cor­
rect those who are doing them in­
correctly.”
Each person should be allowed 
to go at their own speed. Barnes
feels that one of the most impor­
tant things about an aerobic class 
is, "making it more individ­
ualized, instead of the students 
feeling they have to compete and 
outdo each other. A good aerobics 
instructor will give the class a 
chance to rest and cool down in­
stead of pushing them too hard."
She also mentioned that the in­
structor should know CPR just in 
case a student has a respiratory 
problem or someone suddenly be­
comes ill. Barnes says that she 
has her students sign a release 
form and, "I tell them to calm 
down and walk around if they feel 
they're getting over-heated.” She 
also advises anyone who is 
planning to take an aerobic class 
to first inform the instructor of 
any health problems or any 
medication they may be taking. 
Barnes also feels that anyone with 
medical problems should first 
check with a physician before 
starting an aerobic program.
Barnes has a double major in 
Special Education and Physical 
Education and will soon be doing 
her student teaching. She would 
like to eventually incorporate her 
aerobic activities with teaching 
the mentally handicapped. 
Barnes says, “ too many times the 
mentally handicapped are not 
physically fit.” She would like to 
offer adult aerobic classes for the 
mentally handicapped and also 
work with camps.
She has served as summer mis­
sionary in New Mexico working 
with the Spanish Mission Church 
and teaching students who were 
mentally handicapped. Barnes 
also served as Co-Director of P.E. 
for Camp Happy Hollow held at 
Red Rock Canyon. She explained, 
"At the camp, Special Education 
majors work with the campers, 
some of who are mentally han­
dicapped, while others are not."
As if these activities aren't 
enough for her, Barnes in the long 
run would like to continue 
teaching aerobics and eventually 
open her own club where she can 
teach aerobics, water aerobics 
and gymnastics
The pleasure of criticism de­
prives us of that of being deeply 
moved by beautiful things.
--Jean de la Bruyere.
OUT TO LUNCH at Ken’s Pizza. Pictured L to R, Paul Hart, Hope Ingle and Michael Denton. (Photo by 
Joseph Alcott)
F inan cia l M atters A re M ajor
C on cern s O f C ollege  S tu d en ts
B y  K a th e r in e  W a ld o n
For the average college stu­
dent, most of the fun of campus 
life can be overshadowed by cons­
tant worry over money matters. 
Careful budgeting is vital, and it 
should apply regardless of how 
large or small the bank account of 
the student.
A check into the dormitory or 
fraternity-sorority situation is the 
first necessary order of business. 
Money can be saved by such liv­
ing accommodations since in most 
instances meals are included as 
part of the total.
It is a good idea once you are in­
to the routine of campus life to try 
to keep track of how much you 
spend each day. A few days of jot­
ting down those odd candy bars 
and snacks will open your eyes 
without really thinking about it.
One way to guard against 
overextending yourself is the old 
“ envelope” scheme. Calculate 
your mandatory expenses like 
rent, board, lab, fees, books, etc. 
Then divide what is left of your 
monthly allowance by the number 
of days in the month and put each 
day’s amount in an envelope.
It’s hard to find ways of cutting 
down on expense. Sending your 
clothes to the laundry, for exam­
ple, may be convenient, but it’s 
also expensive. Toting your laun­
dry bag down to the wash-o-mat 
once a week is cheaper.
When it comes to entertain­
ment, you don’t have to spend a 
fortune to have fun. You may be 
able to afford an occasional 
movie, but an enjoyable and 
cheaper evening can also be spent 
putting around on a miniature 
golf course.
School-sponsored activities are
also worth looking into. There are 
many programs covering a wide 
range of taste and they are often 
free. They include movie shows, 
roving museum exhibitions, 
visiting lecturers on a variety of 
subjects, group outings and 
various other attractions.
One of the biggest expenses is 
transportation. While most stu­
dents consider they must have a 
car, it can be in some ways more 
of a liability than an asset.
Editor's Note: This article first 
appeared in THE SUNDAY 
OKLAHOMAN. August 10, 
1975.)
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Dressing for Business W ork Takes Careful Thought
B y  L isa  S e g a r d
The words “ professional male 
dress” conjure up a universal pic­
ture: navy suit, yellow or red tie, 
with elegantly understated acces­
sories. For women, the iamge is 
nearly identical. The pants are 
merely replaced with an A-line 
skirt, the man’s tie exchanged for 
a floppy silk bow. Legions of 
working men and women package 
themselves in this same fashion 
every day. Is there another 
choice? Yes. Right now, there is a 
definite reshaping of images go­
ing on, men and women both. Fe­
male executives are breaking 
away from the rigidly prescribed 
man tailored suit and are opting 
for the more stylish looks. This 
does not mean that high-fashion
has suddenly gained an accep­
tance in the business world. Many 
of the old taboos still remain. 
Never wear pants, avoid baby- 
pastel suits, and stay away from 
things that are too feminine.
Who, then, are taking the more 
innovative approaches? Typically 
those women who are well estab­
lished in their careers. Most 
business students look at the con­
servative suit as their uniform. In 
contrast, those women who have 
already arrived are finding they 
must set themselves apart from 
those at the entry level. The un­
spoken message here is that 
freedom of dressing may be a 
privilege of rank.
In building a business ward­
robe, the best advise for the
younger woman sums up like this: 
Know what works for you. Take 
your cues from those already in 
the positions you wish to hold 
next.
Pay attention, too, to what your 
supervisors and clients expect. 
When in doubt, follow the tradi- 
itonal guideline of "Look like you 
belong.”
An important point to consider. 
Entrepreneurs are risk takers by 
nature. They may welcome a per­
son who thinks and looks like an 
individualist. On the other hand, 
bankers pretty much stick to the 
basics-blue or gray flannel suit 
plus white shirt.
Regardless of the environment, 
there are also certain occasions
when you wouldn’t choose any­
thing but the conservative look. A 
Little Rock management consult­
ant likens meeting a new client to 
going on a job interview: “ I al­
ways choose a basic suit, never a 
dress. That way I never have to 
worry.”
Your interview look should be 
individualized, but only subtly. In 
a sea of blue and gray, even a lit­
tle change, a bright blouse or tie 
can make the difference between 
being forgotten and being called 
back. The classic way to dis­
tinguish yourself is with the ut­
most in quality dressing. Em­
ployers look for the tell-tale signs 
like the finishing of hemlines and 
cuffs.
Such advice carries over to hair 
and makeup, jewelry and shoes, 
where the words “ simple” and 
"good" are the key. If the suit, tie 
and shirt are all correct, but the 
shoes are worn and scuffed, then 
the shoes are what gets remem­
bered.
You can separate what’s ac­
ceptable from what's not well 
ahead of the interview. A given 
company's annual report is un­
doubtedly full of photos that you 
can study. These photos are a clue 
to the accepted way of dressing. 
Retailers now offer special career 
lines for men and women.
Through dress and behavior, 
individuals are making a state­
ment about their company as well 
as themselves.
Incoming Students Find Enrollment Time Consuming
B y  K r is t i  R e g ie r
Every year it s the same old 
thing. Students have to make out 
a schedule, stand in a line that 
stretches from the Enrollment 
Room of the Administration 
Building through the Education
Building and to the parking lot on 
the other side, and wait to get that 
little computer print-out that 
varifies that they are "officially” 
pre-enrolled. To those students 
who have been here awhile, the 
process is almost routine, but
things aren't quite as simple for 
those in-coming freshmen who 
have no earthly idea what’s going 
on.
It all begins with freshmen 
orientation - hundreds of wide- 
eyed future scholars wandering
around aimlessly. Most of them 
haven’t spent much time on a col­
lege campus and have little infor­
mation about what needs to be 
done. Suddenly they are face-to- 
face with some professor who says 
in a deep voice, “ YOUR MAJOR 
PLEASE?!!!” Panic hits because 
this freshman has very little idea 
at this point what major to choose. 
Finally, after some hesitation the 
s tu d e n t answ ers “ ...U h , 
business...I think.” With the 
same deep voice the professor 
continues..." Is that Business 
Finance, Business Administra­
tion, Business Management, 
Business Computer Science, Ac­
counting or Economics??” There 
is no answer, only a perplexed 
look. The student is then sent to 
another area to fill out a pre­
enrollment schedule. They are 
handed a small book crammed full 
of hundreds of clashes, each hav­
ing little numbers beside them. 
Most of these young people have
never seen a class schedule, yet 
they are supposed to fill it out, 
have a reasonable number of 
hours, and have all the right 
courses. It should be no surprise 
that they end up having 30 hours,
! with courses ranging from human 
'sexuality to marine biology, 
beginning at 8 a.m. and ending 
with a couple of night classes. 
They've never made a schedule 
before. How would they know 
about the agony of 8 o’clock 
classes, or the torture of after­
noon classes when it's 80 degrees 
outside. One thing is certain--a 
schedule like this only happens 
once.
It may seem that freshmen 
orientation is hardly worth the ef­
fort, but that really isn't true. 
There are individuals to offer help 
with working into the rigors of col­
lege life. And besides, orientation 
may just be the only "A ” some 
people ever get on their 
transcript!
S tu d e n t  V io la to r s  P a y  P r ic e
B y  M a r y  B a r to n
Go. Yield. Walk. Stop. These 
are words that effect us everyday. 
Not only do these words have 
great power but also alot of 
authority stands behind them. So, 
how do students feel about traffic 
signs and their authority?
The majority agreed that traffic 
signs are needed but they also 
said that obeying them was 
sometimes a little hard. Disobey­
ing the speed limit ran far ahead 
of other traffic offences.
Junior, Audra Hale and Fresh­
man, Christi Landreth both have 
found themselves being pulled 
over for a bad case of lead foot but 
continue to speed anyway.
Sophomore, Jeff Paullus, on 
the other hand, has had a little
better luck. “ I have never been 
pulled over, nor have I ever gotten 
a ticket,” said Paullus.
Running a strong second was 
the violation of running stop 
signs. Sophomore, Matt Clark 
finds himself running stop signs, 
while fellow classman David 
Taylor said, "There are just too 
many stop signs in this town-- 
especially 4-way stops.” -
Violating traffic signs or 
signals, when caught, can some­
times take a chunk out someone’s 
checkbook, and no one knows 
“ chunks” better than Kurt 
Winden.
Kurt estimated himself as 
spending between $350 to $500 in 
traffic tickets since he has been 
driving. Most of these tickets
have been for speeding.
“ I have a fettish for speeding,” 
says Kurt. "I have definately 
made my contribution to our 
highway system."
Even with all the offenders 
around Weatherford, Randy Cox, 
of the Weatherford Police Depart­
ment, proudly reports that Wea­
therford does have a low accident 
rate, but added that the number 
of traffic violations sometimes 
reaches as high as 400 a month 
with only about 20 of these going 
to persons 19 or younger.
So how did Cox defend the 
rumor that the Weatherford 
Police sit and wait only for that 
unexpecting juvenile? "Totally 
not true.”
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D r . L a c k e y  G iv e s  P r o c e d u r e  to  G o o d  W r it in g
B y  S a m  la c k e y
Four years as a professional 
writer and 16 years as a writing 
teacher (including 11 years as an 
editor) have convinced me that 
the single most important part of 
learning to write well is getting 
lots of practice with a responsive 
audience. Ideally, the writer will 
have a well-defined target; he or 
she will then try to hit the bulls- 
eye; and a knowledgable and ob­
jective person will quickly report 
back on where the missile, in fact, 
landed.
One year ago I thought of a pro­
cedure whereby students and 
teachers in virtually all academic 
areas could get this vital form of 
communication practice on a daily 
basis without adding significantly 
to the load of the teacher and by 
having the student do something 
that is already a part of good basic 
study habits.
Using this procedure, the stu­
dent makes a written description 
of the assignment for the next 
class meeting. This description is 
to contain enough explanatory 
material so that a classmate who 
was absent the day the assign­
ment was made could understand 
the assignment and do a good job 
of fulfilling it. Once this descrip­
tion and the needed explanations 
are completed, the student draws 
the line under that text and then 
writes out any suggestions, ques­
tions, complaints, or compliments
he or she might have regarding 
either the assignment at hand or 
the class in general.
The teacher takes up these 
papers at the beginning of each 
period and quickly glances over 
the material below the line to see 
if any questions, suggestions, 
etc., need to be dealt with before 
beginning the day’s work. 
Typically, the teacher will also tell 
the students how they are doing 
with this assignment, perhaps 
mention students who did a par- 
tically good job on the exercises 
handed in during the previous 
class meeting, read a good exam­
ple, or mentioned the points that 
several students failed to men­
tion.
These few minutes of “ feed­
back” are enough to help stu­
dents steadily improve their 
performance--and this time is a 
small price to pay for an open line 
of communication with each stu­
dent every class meeting. If a 
significant number of students 
did not get a particular point, that 
information itself will help the 
teacher pinpoint exactly where a 
stronger technique is needed. I 
read all assignment descriptions 
before the next class session, and 
I have not found it necessary to 
keep these assignment descrip­
tions for more than a week or two. 
Then I tend to keep only outstan­
ding examples to offer as models; 
examples that contain problems
common to a large number of stu­
dents; and the work of students 
who are having trouble with the 
class.
When give this “ eternal 
assignment at the beginning of 
the semester, I am enevitably 
asked if I tend to grade the 
assignment descriptions. My an­
swer is both “yes” and “ no” .
“ No,” I do not put a grade on 
each paper and record it. But 
“ yes,” each student’s work on 
this assignment will affect his or 
her final grade in two ways. First, 
doing a good job on this assign­
ment entails having an accurate 
record of the assignment; and be­
ing able to communicate it to a 
person who was not present al­
most requires having a good 
understanding of that assign­
ment. It is easy to see that a per­
son with a consistently good 
understanding of the assignments 
has a vital ingredient for a good 
performance and a high grade.
Second, with few exceptions, 
teachers have some flexibility in 
giving course grades--when a stu­
dent’s work is between an A or a 
B, a B or a C; the teacher is faced 
with the choice of gambling on the 
student and giving the higher 
grade-or not gambling and giv­
ing the lower grade. My method, 
and I suspect the method of other 
teachers, is to look for signs that 
will indicate whether the student 
is building a solid foundation in
the subject and is apt to continue 
to progress or whether the stu­
dent is more apt to “ lose it” over 
time. For me, if a student does a 
good job of writing up the daily 
assignments, that is a sign of 
good study habits and is a strong 
factor in my decision of whether 
to gamble or not.
Truly marvelous things begin to 
happen once this procedure be­
comes routine. For one thing, I 
am encouraged by having stu­
dents take notes and ask 
penetrating questions about the 
assignment for the next meeting- 
instead of spending the final 
minutes of the class stacking 
books and stealing glances at the 
door and the clock. It is always -a 
frustration to know that even 
those who are trying to listen and 
record all of the assignment are 
having to swim upstream against 
the noise and distraction of the 
paper-shufflers. With everyone 
personally responsible for pro­
ducing and accurate description 
of the assignment, the tide turns; 
and the serious student with th 
erevealing questions becomes the 
class leader rather than the odd 
person out.
It is no suprise that as the 
students skill in coming to 
understand and communicate
their assignments improves, their 
performance in completing those 
assignments dramatically im­
proves. So this single procedure 
has the effect of improving both 
the student’s writing skills and 
his or her performance in the 
class.
I will close with my two favorite 
reasons for teachers or students 
to take on the assignment exer­
cise. First, vital daily writing 
practice like the assignment exer­
cise is an excellent way to fend off 
the “ decomposition” that occures 
when students spend a year of 
two after freshman English 
writing nothing more challenging 
than short answers and multiple 
choice responses on their exams-- 
and then have to pass the English 
Proficiency Test. My second 
reason fo rpromoting th eassign- 
ment exerciese is that it is a par­
ticularly practical kind of writing 
that is vital in on-the-job com­
munication, whatever one’s field. 
H ig h -q u a lity  perfo rm an ce  
depends on high-quality com­
munication skill.
I would be happy to answer any 
questions about my experience 
with the assignment exercise or 
do what I can to help interested 
persons get started.
R e a d in g  S k ills  N e e d  P r a c tic e
paying attention. Good concentra­
tion means good comprehension.
Do you always read at the same 
speed? Speed should vary depen­
ding on the material and your pur­
pose for reading, (e.g., fiction, 
newspapers, textbooks.)
Has your reading speed and 
comprehension remained static 
for a number of years? Skillful 
reading is an art and needs con­
tinual practice. The more you 
read, the more you will enjoy and 
remember.
D ifferent 'L ook' O K
B y  T if fa n y  B ir d
Reading is the most important 
learning skill one can acquire for 
sucess and enjoyment throughout 
life. It is an integral part of our 
personal and working lives.
Consider how much time every 
day is spent reading newspapers, 
letters, books, menus, directions 
or signs. Eighty-five per cent of 
college work, for example, in­
volves reading. The better you 
read, the more you will succeed in 
study or work, and enjoy the time 
you spend with books.
Reading is basically the 
understanding of words and the 
association between them. To im­
prove reading skill you must in­
crease your ability to see and 
understand grouping of words, or 
ideas, at a speed and in a manner 
that is comfortable to you.
To be a good reader you must 
concentrate on what you are doing 
and learn to use your eyes to the 
best of your ability. Move them at 
a rate that allows your brain to ab­
sorb the main ideas printed on a 
page.
Most people do not perfect 
their reading after the fifth grade. 
High school and college students 
are often bad readers. They 
overlook the need to continually
use and improve good reading 
habits. Remember your eyes, like 
fingers for the piano or legs for 
skilling, must be trained to be 
skilled.
If you would like to improve 
your reading skills, these few 
steps can help:
1. Evaluate your reading habits.
2. Use your eyes efficiently.
3. Continue to broaden your 
vocabulary.
4. Adapt your speed so you 
understand the material 
vocabulary.
5. Practice on a regular basis.
Evaluate Reading Habits 
Analyze your present habits so 
that you know where to improve 
your skills:
Do you use your lips, throat or 
mind to “ vocalize” words? You 
are probably still using the child­
hood habit of sounding out each 
word. This slows you down.
Do strange words constantly 
stop your progress? Your 
vocabulary needs improving.
Do you read every single word? 
You should train your eyes to 
span phrases or "thought units” 
instead of individual words.
Do you always go back over 
what you have read? You are not
How do you define fashion? 
Here on the SWOSU campus it is 
defined in many different ways by 
the styles that the students wear. 
SWOSU is different from other 
college campuses, for example 
take Oklahoma University in Nor­
man. When one walks on the cam­
pus they are attacked by the 
“ p rep p ie "  look by 20,000 
students. Everywhere you look 
there are plaid shorts and polo by 
Ralph Lauren, who puts the polo 
player on everything from pants 
to sweaters and even eyeglasses.
Of course we’ve got Ralph 
Lauren at SWOSU, but we also 
have different kinds of styles. At
SWOSU you will definitely find 
the cowboy look with Wranglers, 
boots and brass belt buckles. We 
also have the "classy look” for 
those who dress up in nice 
dresses and slacks. They always 
look like they just stepped out of 
the Vogue magazine. Probably 
the most popular style is the “ laid 
back" dress. Just wake up and 
throw on a pair of 501 blue jeans 
and a shirt and you are ready to 
go. And if you really slept in late 
just throw on a pair of sweats and 
you can go back to bed as soon as 
you get out of class.
Here as SWOSU we definitely 
have class, we have it in many dif­
ferent ways and styles.
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SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Financial Aid Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy 
Revised Fall 86
GENERAL
Federal regulations require (CFR 668.16) that a student be maintaining satisfactory academic progress in the course of study he or she 
is pursuing, according to the standards and practices of the institution in which he or she is enrolled, in order to receive aid under the 
Higher Education Act. These programs include the Pell Grant. National Direct Student Loan. College Work Study. Supplemental 
Education Opportunity Grant. State Student Incentive Grant. Guaranteed Student Loan and Plus Programs.
A. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENTS (undergraduate students)
I Both qualitative and quantitative standards for satisfactory academic progress shall be applied uniformly to all students whether or 
not the student has previously participated in Title IV aid programs.
2. In order to satisfy both qualitative and quantitative requirements, all students must satisfy the following minimum standards as 
described in the table below;
Hours
attempted 1-36 37-72 73 or above
Percentage of total 
hours successfully 
completed
70% 70% 75%
CGPA 1.60 1.80 2.00
3. For financial aid purposes, grades of F. W. WP. WF. I and U shall be considered hours attempted. However these arc not con­
sidered hours satisfactorily completed.  Any grade received for a repeated course will not waive the original grade.
4. Cumulative grade point average (calculated by University Registrar), and hours attempted (calculated by the Financial Aid Officer), 
shall be used in determining one's eligibility to participate in the Title IV programs.
5. In addition to ( I ). (3) and (4) above, graduate students must (a) complete the minimum number of hours in the status in w hich they 
enroll (e g. regular semester:  full t ime cnrolled -must complete four (4) hours; part t ime enrolled must complete three (3) hours) 
and (b) maintain a 3.0 GPA each semester Graduate students will be considered for financial assistance for two (2) years or its 
equivalent as determined by their enrollment status.
B EVALUATION INCREMENT PERIOD
1. All students participating in Title IV programs w ill be evaluated at the end of each semester (summer school included, if applicable) 
to determine if satisfactory academic progress is being maintained.
2 In the event a student fails to meet minimum acceptable standards, as described in the table above. s(hc) will be placed on financial 
aid probation for the subsequent semester,  during which time the student may continue to receive Title IV aid
3 However any student receiving Title IV assistance who. during any semester,  completes less than one-half the minimum number of 
hours in the status in which s(he) enrolls (c.g.  full time six (6) hours,  part t ime four (4) hours,  etc.) will be automatically suspended 
from participation in financial aid programs for the subsequent semester and until such time as the student regains eligibility.
C TRANSFER STUDENTS
I . All transfer students entering SWOSU in Fall 86 or after, who are otherwise eligible for financial assistance may receive Title IV aid 
for the first semester of enrollment.
2 At the end of the first semester,  the applicant will be evaluated according to the table above using the student 's  past  academic 
record, including transfer hours and cumulative grade point average.
3. At the end of the first semester,  if the student fails to meet the minimum requirement. s(hc) will be placed on financial aid 
probation for the subsequent semester during which time the student may continue to receive Title IV aid.
D. CONTINUING STUDENTS
1. Students who have attended SWOSU prior to Fall 86 and (a) have not previously received Title IV aid and (b) have established 
eligibility to participate, may receive Title IV assistance for one semester.
2. At the end of the regular semester or summer term the student will be evaluated,  according to the table above using the total past 
academic record including transfer hours (if applicable) and cumulative grade point average.
3. If the student fails to meet the minimum requirements at this time. s(hc) will be placed on financial aid probation for the sub­
sequent semester during which t ime s(hc) may continue to receive Title IV aid.
E. FINANCIAL AID SUSPENSION
1. If at the end of the probationary semester,  the student fails to meet the minimum criteria. s(hc) will be suspended from partici­
pation in all Title IV programs and must attend without benefit of Title IV assistance until such t ime as eligibility is re-established.
F RE-ESTABLISHING ELIGIBILITY
1. A student may re-establish eligibility to participate in the Title IV programs by completing sufficient hours to meet both 
qualitative and quanti tat ive standards in the applicable category as described in the table above.
G. APPEAL OF FINANCIAL AID SUSPENSION
I Students who are denied financial aid may appeal the decision if there arc extenuating circumstances.  (Extenuating circumstances 
include but are not limited to; death in family, illness, hospitalization, etc.)
2. The appeal must be in writing and addressed to Dr. Fred Janzen, Chairman of the Appeals Committee,  explaining in detail the 
extenuating circumstances The student is required to submit an unofficial copy of his her academic transcript  with the let ter of 
appeal The student is encouraged to submit one supporting document (doctor 's statement,  hospital bill, etc.) that may sub­
stantiate extenuating circumstances.
3. The student has the right to appear before the Appeals Committee if they desire and must so request  in their appeal letter
4. The student will be notified, in writing, of the Appeal Committee 's  decision.
H. LIMITATION OF STUDENT ELIGIBILITY (maximum time frame for first undergraduate degree)
I All students enrolled in a 4-year degree or certification program may attempt 160 hours in pursuit of the degree or certificate
2. All students enrolled in a 5-year degree program (Pharmacy, etc.) may attempt 220 hours in their pursuit.
3. Students changing majors from a 4-ycar program to a 5-year program may attempt 220 hours in their pursuit.
4 Only those students accepted to and enrolled in a 5-year program (specifically Pharmacy) will be treated as 5-year students for 
financial aid purposes.
5. Any student who withdraws or is suspended from a 5-ycar program will automatically, during the length of his her withdrawal 
or suspension, be subject to standards and or limitations of satisfactory academic progress,  the same as that of those in a 
4-ycar program
6 If degree requirements arc not met in the maximum time frame as described above, the student will no longer be eligible for 
Title IV aid. since satisfactory academic progress will not have been maintained.
J STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY
The student will be held responsible for knowing eligibility status at the end of each semester.  If in need of assistance,  the 
student may come to the Financial Aid Office for counseling.
THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION has announced a 
nation-wide Air Traffic Controller program called “We Need more of 
the World’s Best” to find and hire 2 to 30,000 controllers in the next 
year. Those interested should send a postcard to the FAA, DEPT. 140, 
BOX 26650, Oklahoma City, OK. 73126 for further information.
Physics Club
Offers Fun
B y  D a m o n  K e lle y
Southwestern has an award­
winning chapter of the Society of 
Physics Students (SPS) which is 
known locally as P.E.G.S. 
(Physics Engineering and Geo­
logical Society).
P.E.G.S., an SPS chapter, is a 
professional and social organiza­
tion which is committed to the ad­
vancement of physics and related 
sciences. Programs during the 
year include industrial speakers, 
tours of industrial and national 
laboratories. Physics Day for high 
school students and teachers, 
view sessions at the SWOSU 
Astronomy Observatory, atten­
dance at regional meetings of the 
SPS and other professional 
organizations, volleyball contests, 
fund raising efforts and parties. 
P.E.G.S. provides an opportunity 
for faculty members to know each 
student personally, and to assist 
them in graduate study or job 
recommendations.
Southwestern also has a 
chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma, Na­
tional Physics Honor Society, 
which is open to physics students 
with good academic achievement.
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Sports
1986 SWOSU Head Football Coach, Paul Sharp.
ASST. HEAD COACH Steve Mullins conducts sled drills.
SOUTHWESTERN FOOTBALL Coaching Staff. Pictured kneeling L to R, Doug Melton, Offensive Backs; 
Rocky Powell, Defensive Backs; Kyle Bolyard, Line Backers. Standing L to R, Randy Huffstickler, Offensive 
Coordinator; Paul Sharp, Head Coach; Steve Mullins, Asst. Head Coach.
Student I.D. 
gets you in 
the game 
free.
1986 BULLDOG FOOTBALL
Sept. 13 Missouri Southern. 7:30 p.m .............. ........Joplin. MO
Sept. 20 Univ. of Central Arkansas, 7:30 p .m .. . . . . Conway. AR
Sept. 27 Cameron University, 7:00 p.m............ . . . Weatherford
Oct. 4 Howard Payne, 7:30 p.m..................... Brown wood. TX
Oct. 11 East Texas State, 2:00 p.m....................
Homecoming
. . .  W eatherford
Oct. 18 *East Central State, 2:00 p.m..............
....Weatherford
Oct. 5 *Southeastern State, 2:00 p.m........... .............. Durant
Nov. 1 *Northeastern State, 2:00 p.m........... ........Tahlequah
Nov. 8 Langston. 1:30 p.m...............................
.....Langston
Nov. 15 *Northwestern State, 2:00 p.m............
...Weatherford
*deonates Oklahoma Intercollegiate Conference
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Sports Talk
B y  D a m o n  K e l le y
It is time once again for friends 
to gather in front of the tube and 
cheer their favorite football team. 
If you were a USFL fan maybe you 
can find something about an NFL 
or AFL team you like. It does 
seem strange not having all those 
other teams around. I for one was 
never really able to get used to the 
spring football season.
As for tennis, there were 
rumors that the Mac is back. But 
after watching John McEnroe get 
beat in the first round of the US 
Open, that put the rumor to rest. 
John had it ail before it slipped 
away. Of course he probably has 
been somewhat distracted by 
romance and success. What hap­
pens to the guvs that spend most 
of their lives striving for perfec­
tion and reaching for the top? It 
seems that once they achieve
their goals and make millions of 
dollars they become comfortable. 
Maybe the comfort kills their 
desire to win as they did before. 
Whatever the reason in McEnroe’s 
case I'm sure we'll see him make 
his bid to climb to the top again.
* * *
Southwestern's football team 
has a new coaching staff this 
season. It should be interesting to 
see the outcome of the fresh 
coaching efforts. The new staff 
seems to be on the ball and if the 
talent is there, we could be in for 
a very exciting season. Don’t miss 
the first home game on Sept. 27 
against Cameron. If you recall last 
year’s game you’ll remember 
some major blunders. This year, 
we owe the Aggies the defeat that 
they have coming, take it to ’em 
guys!
G o o d  S tu d y  H a b its  A re  V ita l
B y  M a r y ly n  M i l l e r
Developing a good set of study 
habits is probably the toughest 
assignment in a student’s ac­
ademic career.
Unlike other habits, they’re 
hard to get into and easy to set 
aside.
However, most educators agree 
that good study habits are a 
make-or-break necessity for stu­
dents of all ages and grades.
‘‘A lot of kids get the idea that 
if they study as they should, they 
won’t have time for anything else, 
and that scares them into not 
studying at all," said one college 
professor.
Students at every level of 
education are provided with 
outlines, suggestions or methods 
of achieving good study habits 
which are built on certain basic 
rules:
--Make a schedule for studying 
at home. Experiment. If you study
well with music, have music. 
However, try studying without it, 
too, so you’ll know which way 
you're more efficient.
--Keep up with assignments in 
every course. Do the daily assign­
ments and plan for the long range 
ones, too.
--Put yourself in the proper 
frame of mind so that each study 
session is not a separate little war.
-Don’t waste time!! It's better 
to concentrate for 20 minutes that 
to read a little and daydream a lot 
for one hour. Be efficient.
--Get help from your teachers 
on how best to study in their 
courses and ask them to show you 
how to do the various assign­
ments which will be required dur­
ing the year.
Once you sit down to study, try 
to stick to your schedule and have 
some system of organizing the 
physical aspects of studying. 
Have your books, notebooks, dic­
tionary, pens, pencils, paper and 
other essentials at hand.
It’s also a good idea to tran­
scribe your class notes while they 
are still fresh in your mind. Or 
have you forgotten the time last 
semester when you went back to
study your notes the night before 
your big history exam and said: 
“ Now what the heck did I mean 
by, ‘No wat wz maj prob of md 
wst fnrs drbg kt twens?”
Once you’ve transcribed your 
class notes, make notes from your 
class reading or be sure to 
underline key phrases in your 
texts-if you own the books-like 
topic sentences, division 
headings, bold-faced sections, 
and summaries.
Reading assignments can be a 
real hassle unless you approach 
them with the philosophy that it 
takes more than one reading to 
comprehend the material.
It’s best to read the material 
through once then go back again 
for the purpose of making notes or 
observations.
The key to the whole homework 
and study habits scene is concen­
tration, which as all students- 
past and present-realize is easier 
to talk about than perfect.
So try to avoid interruptions 
and unnecessary distractions, set 
specific and attainable goals for 
yourself and develop a good, 
positive attitude toward your 
tasks.
SWOSU STUDENTS enjoy “ Hacky Sack" at Rader Park.
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LAST WEDNESDAY hosted Spring Week’s fun-in-the-Sun day. Eating watermelon was only one of the 
many happenings at the event. Pictured above L to R; Julie Ashby, Delisa Pankratz, Dave Duplay and Kathy 
Colgan. (Picture by Joseph Alcott.)
Sophom ore R elates
A dvice to  F reshm an
B y  K a t h e r in e  W a ld o n
Well Folks, it’s that joyous time 
again-the beginning of a new 
school year.
And speaking of new-how 
about those freshman? They real­
ly are neat people, a little awe 
struck with the college life, and 
ready for those college parties-or 
are they? Hey all you people who 
know your way around campus, 
do a good deed and help those 
who don’t.
Being an “ experienced”
sophomore, let me give all you 
new people some financial advice. 
You may think you're rolling in 
the dough now but don't take ad­
vantage of that feeling. Spend 
your money wisely, or even bet­
ter, be smart and save it. Don’t 
feel obligated to contribute when 
they start passing the hat.
I'd like to welcome the new 
freshmen and since we’re talking 
about being wise-remember, have 
fun, don't drink and drive, study a 
little, and have a great year.
All students who co-signed the letter sent by Dr. Sam 
Lackey’s classes to Mr. Sam Walton (founder of Wal- 
Mart) are welcome to come by Dr. Lackey’s office (S 
112C) to read Mr. Walton’s reply.
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